[Use of a capacitive measuring mat for recording inter-fragment pressures and pressure distribution in ventral inter-corporal spondylodesis].
With respect to ventral interbody fusion, rates of pseudarthrosis of up to 30% are reported. With the aim of reducing this figure, the use of dorsal fixation systems to stabilise the fused spinal units is recommended by a number of authors. The aim of these osteosynthetic procedures is to elevate the interfragmentary compression between the ventral bone block and the adjacent vertebrae. In order to measure the pressure achievable, and its local distribution, an experimental investigation involving the use of a capacitive measuring mat has been designed. The system of capacitive measurement and its application to the spine is described. The simple mode of measurement and mechanical stability, combined with high accuracy, are the specific advantages of capacitive systems of measurement. Especially in the documentation of interfragmentary pressure and pressure distribution, capacitive measuring mats are superior to comparable systems.